Trust No Bitch
epubs

They say loyalty is everything, but beneath the surface of a promise lies betrayal and deceit. Taught
by the best and given the keys to an empire, Kiam's loyalty is tested at every turn, as he strives to
enforce his rule over those who ultimately can't be trusted. A deadly warning directs his course as
he strives to carry out his orders. Complications set in when his mentor's beautiful, sexy, and
rebellious daughter Lissha - who is as comfortable carrying a gun as she is carrying a Gucci bag forces Kiam to decide between his sizzling desire for her and his immense loyalty to big Zo. Amidst
the torrid-but-unspoken passion that builds between Kiam and Lissha like a blazing inferno, lie
hidden alliances and deceit that threatens to explode at every turn. With sex, money, murder, and
dark secrets lurking around every corner, and a team of beautiful yet dangerous women he is forced
to work with, who will ultimately be the bitch he can't trust?
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MAN I CAN'T GO ON IF I DON'T GET PART 2 IN MY LIFE!!!! THIS BOOK WAS NOTHING BUT
THE BEST! NOTHING BUT THE BEST! AND NO IM NOT GIVING OUT NO INFORMATION! ALL I
WILL SAY IS IF U DON'T BUY THIS BOOK U NOT ABOUT THE URBAN STREET LIT LIFE!!!!
FORGET ABOUT THE REST CAUSE THIS BOOK RIGHT HERE IS NOTHING BUT THE BEST!!!
DAMN Y'ALL DID THAT......

I've been a fan of Ca$h writing skills so when I seen he had a new book out alongside NeNe Capri I

knew I had to get it. I liked this book. A LOT. Loyalty is tested. Relationships tested. A whole of
questions needing answers. This was a really good read. The cliffhanger though.. Makes me want
to scream. Part 2 needs to be out ASAP. Highly recommend this book if you're a fan of urban
novels. You wont be disappointed.

This book is definitely a page turner!!! I woke at 3:00 am and couldn't go back to sleep until i
finished!!! Cliff hanger please hurry for part two!!

Sometimes the cards are dealt before a person is ever conceived. Such was the case with Kiam, a
young man who grew up in the gritty streets of Cleveland. Even at a young age, he was a hard cat
who took no prisoners. He was all about that life and not afraid to do what it took to maintain his
status and rise in the ranks of urban street life. Then he caught a bid. Being the soldier that he was,
he did what he had to do without complaint. As fate would have it, he was taken under his wing by
Big Zo, an older street king serving a life sentence. Not even bars and barb wire could keep Big Zo
from running things in the streets, as his reach and influence went just that far. Through Kiam, Big
Zo saw an opportunity to maintain his throne and thus began training him to take over.But the
streets, and especially his team, weren't ready for what Kiam was going to bring. Lissha, Big Zo's
spoiled, entitled, gun-toting daughter got off on throwing her weight around. She has paid a high
price to be the daughter of a street king. So did her girls Bayonna, Treebie and Donella - each with
their own story and secrets to tell. Things were about to get hot! The only question remaining was
who would ride or who would die as the inevitable changes were made.Ca$h and Nene have written
a story so intense, it'll make a reader lose sleep to see what happens next. In a world of subterfuge,
disloyalty and `who cares about the next man,' it was refreshing to see a man (Kiam) who was
completely street, but who had a strict code of ethics by which he lived. Faithful and loving to his
woman, he understood that a true king needs a queen by his side. He also understood that when a
man finds a good woman who will stick by him, he owes her loyalty and tenderness and that
together they can conquer the world. However, it was not only to his woman that he'd declared his
loyalty. But there are times when the very ones a person is loyal to will stab them right in the
heart.This is a five star read, without question, with many layers and lessons laced throughout. In
addition, although this book is part of a series, it is a complete work, making this reader feel that I
got my money's worth in purchasing this book.

This was a great read from the jump. I love Ca$h joints ~ downloading Nene issh now. I would've

loved for this to be a full book cause the wait is killing me.. Can't wait for the next installment, oh
don't draw this story line out for 456 books. I miss finishing a complete book in one sitting!! Not
complaining just suggesting (: great job y'all this was FIYAH!! Oh make sure Faydrah tap Lissha
melon she need one ~ I don't trust her or her Dad..

Every single time I read a book by Cash, it's always good. Now adding NeNe was a big bonus. I
love the fast pace & raw, in your face writing. Good job to both. My only question would be: why
would Kiam trust Daphne's word if the title of the book is Trust No Bitch......loved it :o)

I enjoyed reading this book. It took a little longer than usual for me to finish this book due to the fact
at times the book was a slow read. The violent details of the murder scenes was waaay over the top
to me...sometimes there is a such thing as too much detail. I love Faydrah and Kiam's relationship.
Out of curiousity I'll probably buy book 2. I would recommend this to a friend to borrow, but definitely
not worth spending $5.

Y'all may think I'm exaggerating when I tell you, I just finished 'Trust No Bitch' & my heart is beatin'
so fast right now, it feels like it's gonna jump out of my chest! I have no words to even begin to
describe just how damn good this book was! Now listen, on the real, if you know me & interact with
me, then you know I'm not one to perpetrate when it comes to just how I feel about what I've read!
Please, believe if I'm goin' hard for it, it's 'cause that shit was SRT8 LIKE DAT! What can I say
about this book?? To me it exceeded even the word "fiyah"! You just gonna have to read it, 'cause
ya' girl is still over here SMDH & smilin' hard, 'cause NeNe Capri & Cash Streetlit-Author murked the
hell outta this book wit' no mercy! The star rate ain't even on the chart, so I'ma give it all I can! 5
STARS HANDS DOWN! NO IFS, BUTS OR MAYBES! 473 pages of nothin' but the damn truth! !
PART 2 CAN'T GET HERE FAST ENOUGH! THE BEST OF THE BEST!
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